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wise paradoxical passage in Jordan, whore ho says (p, 6),
that in the "less impassioned" (extraverted) temperament
the intellect predominates with an unusually large share
in the shaping of life, whereas the affects claim the
greater importance with the "reflective" or introverted
temperament.
At first  glance, this  interpretation would seem   to
contradict  my assertion   that  the  "less   impassioned"
corresponds  with my extraverted type.   But  a nearer
scrutiny proves that this is not the case, since the reflective
character, though certainly trying to deal with his unruly
affects, is in reality more influenced by passion than the
man who takes for the conscious guidance of his life those
desires  which  are orientated   to objects,    The  latter,
namely the extravert, attempts to make this principle all
inclusive, but he has none the less to experience the fact
that it is his subjective thoughts and feelings which every-
where harass him on his way,   He is influenced by his
inner psychic world to a far greater extent than he is
aware of,   He cannot see it himself, but an observant
entourage always discerns the personal furposivtntss of
his striving.   Hence his golden rule should always be to
ask himself; " What is my actual wish and secret purpose ?"
The other, the introvert, with his conscious, thought-
out aims, always tends to overlook what his circle per-
ceives only too clearly, namely that his aims are really
in the service of powerful impulses, to whose influence,
though lacking both purpose and object, they are very
largely subject,   The observer and critic of the extravert
is liable to take the parade of feeling and thought as a
thin covering, that only partially conceals a cold and
calculated personal aim,   Whereas the man who tries to
understand  the  introvert  might  readily conclude that
vehement passion is only with difficulty held in check by
apparent sophistries.

